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Abstract:   Lifts are essential for the operation of a building and contribute to its energy burden.  
They use energy in one of three main modes: standby (when the lift is dormant), running (when the 
lift is moving) and idle (when the lift is between standby and running modes).  The proportion of 
time taken in each mode, and hence the energy consumed, depends on many factors including: type 
of building, traffic patterns and technology used.  This paper gives data for these time proportions 
for a specific installation by means of simulation tools, based on a set of buildings.  In addition, 
other important parameters are presented to enable accurate estimations of energy usage to be 
determined.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The demand for energy-efficient lifts has increased in recent years fostered, for example, by the 
European Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings.  There are also several international 
initiatives for buildings classification, such as BREEAM, LEED, CASBEE, etc. as well as an 
international standard ISO 25745-1: 2012 [1] and some national guidelines such as VDI 4707 [2]  

Any method of assessment/classification requires reliable methods for calculating the total energy 
consumption of a lift during a given period, according to which the overall energy efficiency can be 
assessed. Some of these methods incorporate formulas for estimation, whereas others leave the 
choice to the manufacturer.  Different methods have been proposed and most calculate the energy 
consumption of the lift in two main operating conditions: running (when the lift is moving) and 
standing (when the lift is stationary).  The second mode can be further split into: standby mode 
(when the lift is dormant) and idle mode (when the lift is between standby and running modes). The 
energy efficiency of a lift is intimately associated with the building in which it is installed and how 
the building population uses it.  This usage can be used to develop a classification labels for lift 
installations. 

Whilst the energy consumed in each operating condition can be easily measured, for example, using 
the methodology described in the ISO 25745-1: 2012, or estimated from the mechanical and 
electrical components of the lift, there are no clear rules on how to estimate the other relevant 
parameters.  This paper shows how to obtain the parameters by means of simulation tools and 
provides data for general usage.  

In the following sections, the chronological order of this research work is described. In Section 2 
the objectives of the work are laid out, Section 3 describes the simulation protocol design, Section 4 
deals with the simulation execution, data treatment and definition of templates for collecting the 
data and the final sections (5 to 9) with the first and the advanced analysis of results, summary 
tables, further work proposed and conclusions. 
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2 DEFINITION OF THE OBJECTIVES 

The ISO/TC178/WG10 (working group) committee was tasked to provide a means to classify the 
energy efficiency of lifts in use.  To achieve this it is necessary to carry out an accurate calculation 
of the estimated energy usage.  The research described here supported the work of WG10.   

For a certain installation, where the characteristics of the building (number of floors, total height of 
the building, interfloor height, population and level of demand, etc.) and of the lift/s installed in it 
are known, the daily operation of the lift can be emulated using simulation software.  

One of the results that can be obtained from a simulation is the spatial plots of each car’s 
movement.  Using this spatial plot it is possible to calculate the occurrences in each possible trip, 
characterized by distance travelled, direction of movement and load carried in a specified period.  
Then knowing the number of trips it is possible to easily estimate the energy consumption.  To assist 
WG10 it was necessary to obtain values for the following parameters: 

average distance travelled; 
average load carried;  
average time spent in running and standing conditions (idle and standby).  

These parameters ideally should be obtained for many building types: residential, office, hotel, 
hospital, airport, transport stations, schools, universities, etc.) and for different intensities of use 
(low, medium, high, etc.) represented by the number of starts per day.   

The objectives of this work are therefore to analyse the factors that influence the usage of a building 
and to issue application tables that can allow the estimation the energy consumption of lifts.  A set 
of standard benchmark buildings has been selected and the main parameters: type of building, level 
of demand, traffic patterns, lifts mechanical parameters, etc. has been defined.   

A publicly available traffic simulation software, Elevate, has been used (with some customisation 
for this research) to simulate different scenarios considering the population movement from floor to 
floor.  The results, obtained in the form of spatial plots or list of trips, have been processed, and the 
values of average distance travelled, average load carried, the proportion of time spent in each 
energy mode: running and standing (standby, idle) have been calculated.  This information allows 
the calculation of the total energy consumed in a period, depending on different building or lift 
configurations.  

3 SIMULATION PROTOCOL DESIGN  

3.1 Analysis type 

Elevate performs simulations using statistical procedures to digitally model specified lift 
installations. A large quantity of data is collected and presented in different ways. 1 

3.2 Traffic control algorithm  

The traffic control system (dispatcher algorithm) determines how the lifts will serve the calls placed 
on the system by the passengers.  The ISO 25745 series of standards does not consider the effects of 
the traffic control system and only considers a single lift.  To obtain plausible results, the research 
reported here considers two car (duplex) installations operating under two simple traffic control 
algorithms: the basic group collective (COL) and the estimated time of arrival (ETA) control 
algorithms only.  The modern hall call allocation (aka: destination control, see CIBSE Guide D: 
2010 -Ch 9 [3]) is not considered. 

                                                      
1 Visit http://peters-research.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=96&Itemid=91 
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3.3 Building data 

Initially it was decided to consider office buildings with 5, 10 and 16 floors 2 above the main 
terminal.  Later some simulations were carried out with 2, 3 and 4 floors above the main terminal to 
accommodate residential buildings at the request of WG10.  Buildings with express zones or 
parking zones were not considered as they are not part of the ISO 25745 standards. Two rated 
speeds have been selected to meet the criteria in CIBSE Guide D: 2010-3.5.7 [3].  All interfloor 
distances were assumed equal and 3.75 m high.  

The other important variable is the population of each floor. For the purpose of this research, the 
maximum handling capacity of the building was set at 12.5% of the total population3.  From the 
value of population that can be served by a specified lift installation a population per floor was 
obtained.  All floor populations were assumed equal. The formula for the calculation is shown in 
equation 4.9 of the Elevator Traffic Handbook [4] 

3.4 Lift data 

As already stated, the simulations considered simple duplex installations.  Initially rated loads of 
630 kg, 1000 kg, 1600 kg and 2500 kg were selected to span the common range of lifts installed in 
offices.  Later lifts with rated loads of 450 kg were added to accommodate residential buildings.   
Other typical lift data such as door operating times, start delays, single floor flight times, 
acceleration values, jerk values, etc. were selected 4.   

3.5 Passenger data 

The passenger parameters that influence the behaviour of the installation are passenger transfer 
times, passenger mass and car capacity factor (%) 

3.6 Traffic patterns/templates 

Traffic patterns are defined by passenger arrival rates at specific floors and passenger destinations.  
This activity is set to occur in five minute periods.  Elevate can customize the passenger traffic flow 
by defining a number of periods, each with its own set of arrival rates (in persons per 5 min.) and 
destination probabilities for passengers travelling from each floor to create benchmarking templates.  
Many of these are described in CIBSE Guide D: 2010 -Ch 4 [3].   

For this research, three different templates have been used.  The latter two were at the request of 
WG10. 

Siikonen full day template [5] 

This is based on a sample multi-tenant office building in Paris.   

Strakosch residential all day traffic template [6] 

The profile is based on the requirements of a residential building,  

CIBSE Guide D: 2010,  

A third traffic profile based on CIBSE Guide D: 2010 was provided by Dr. Richard Peters. 

The resulting Total Passenger Activity graphs can be found in the Elevate manuals and CIBSE 
Guide respectively. 

                                                      
2 16 floors is considered the maximum practical number of floors in a building zone. 
3 This is considered by CIBSE GUIDE D and BCO as a starting point for most traffic designs for offices. 
4 Data available on request. 
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4 SIMULATION EXECUTION, DATA TREATMENT AND DEFINITI ON OF TEMPLATES 
FOR COLLECTING THE RESULTS.  

Initially, the simulations were performed on 24 systems, that had three different number of floors (5, 
10 and 16), each with four rated loads (630, 1000, 1600 and 2500) and two rated speeds (0.63, 1.0, 
1.6 and 2.5m/s combined in pairs) and a collective (COL) traffic control system.  

The simulations used the Siikonen all day (12 h) template, which was considered the most 
representative one, as it has up/down/inter-floor traffic and includes a lunch break (CIBSE Guide D: 
2010-4.6 [3]).  Although it corresponds to an office building, it can emulate other building types. 

In order to consider the four different levels of intensity of use, four runs are carried out in the 24 
different buildings with floor populations at 100%, and reduced by 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 representing 
intense, heavy, medium and low use respectively. In this way, there were 96 sample systems. 

The simulation is run only once, but as there are two lifts in each installation, the results obtained 
for each simulation corresponded to two cases.  This gave 96 x 2 = 192 cases.   

From the reports automatically provided by Elevate, it was necessary to obtain the following 
information: average travel distance, average car load, idle/standby time in different time slots (1 
min, 2 min, 5 min, 15 min and 30 min.) and the number of starts. 

The standard version of the Elevate software provides spatial plots and a corresponding table of 
data.   

The processing of the full table provided: 

Total running time 
Total standing time 
Times the lift is stationary by time bands (<1 min, <2 min, <5 min, <15 min, <30 min, >30 min) 
Total number of starts per day 
Average distance travelled  

The details of the car load transported can be extracted from the graph named “Car loading on 
arrival at home floor” provided by Elevate, which shows the average and maximum values (in % of 
rated load) in 5 minute time slots. 

Depending on the purpose of a study, this average information can be sufficient, as it allows the 
calculation of the average load transported by a lift in a certain period. However, it is not precise 
enough for an accurate calculation, where it is necessary to know the number of occurrences of each 
possible trip (defined by direction of movement, distance travelled and load carried), which are the 
parameters necessary to calculate the actual energy consumption. 

For this reason, an Excel macro was created to analyse the detailed information related to the 
passenger trips.  A later processing of this database, made it possible to create the matrix of 
occurrences, from which the average distance travelled and average mass transported in loaded trips 
can be easily calculated. The number of empty trips could be calculated as the difference between 
the total number of starts provided by Elevate automatically in the Excel sheet and the final number 
of standard trips. In this way, they could be accounted for with view to the calculation of the 
average load, but not for the calculation of the average distance travelled, as the origin and 
destination of these empty trips was unknown. To obtain this information, the software was 
customized. 

The 96 sample buildings (192 cases) where simulated again at the end of these improvements and 
the deviation in the average travel distance showed an error of approximately 5% compared with 
the first estimation, which had supported the first drafts of the work for the ISO standard.  Later 
improvements to the analysis software further improved the results. 
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5 FIRST ANALYSIS OF RESULTS.   

From the first set of simulations carried out, it was concluded that, as expected, the number of starts 
increases with intensity of use.  This caused the predictable effect of extending the running time at 
the expense of the standing time and modifies the distribution of the trips in the different 
idle/standby time slots depending on the number of starts.  The trends also showed that lower traffic 
levels would produce even lower average car loads and longer travel distances. 

The presentation of the results to the WG10 group of lift experts developing the draft of ISO/DIS 
25745-2 [7] raised questions. 

1 For example, how good is the traffic template?  Besides the very good office template used 
(Siikonen), Elevate also provided a reasonably representative residential pattern (Strakosch) and the 
new one based on the CIBSE Guide D: 2010 -Figure 4.1 [3].  The simulations were repeated with 
additional traffic patterns to assess their influence. 

2 The need to add systems with lower capacity cars (450 kg) and lower rise 3/4 storeys, in 
order to accommodate residential buildings.  Although the addition of such low rise buildings would 
lead to significant errors in the simulation model (owing to the poor statistics) these were simulated 
for completeness.  

3 The desire to have higher usages above 2000 starts per day.  It has often been stated that the 
number of starts in Asian countries is considerably higher than those in Europe, so higher usage 
categories with the number of starts above 2000 starts per day were requested.  Although this might 
indicate an incorrect traffic system design, it was included.   

4 A wider range of traffic intensities to six. 

5 More statistical data were needed to produce regression graphs. 

In order to give response to all these questions, the range of simulations was increased. 

6 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS.   

In this section, the final plots obtained after the software and templates were updated are presented 
and the results and tendencies observed are explained. They contain the results of the final set of 
sample installations, which were increased to achieve the six usage categories requested by WG10. 

6.1 Effect of the traffic pattern on number of starts 

The number of starts in the simulated period increases with the population served per lift, Figure 1. 

The results are almost identical for the collective (COL) and estimated time of arrival (ETA) traffic 
control algorithms. The values obtained for residential buildings using the Residential (Strakosch) 
template are higher, followed by the Office (Siikonen) template and the Modern Office (CIBSE) 
template. However, it has to be noted that the simulated period differs (slightly), but should have a 
minor effect, depending on the traffic template used:  

(RS) Strakosch   Residential 14 00 h 
(OS) Siikonen   Office   12.25 h 
(OC) CIBSE   Office  12 00 h 
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Figure 1: Average number of starts -v- number of persons served (all patterns) 

If a plot of average number of starts per hour instead of the absolute value was presented (Figure 2), 
then the different lines would become closer together with the Modern Office template producing 
the highest number of starts per hour and the Residential one the lowest. 

CIBSE:  1.04 starts per hour/person 
Siikonen:  0.96 starts per hour/person 
Strakosch:  0.88 starts per hour/person 

The first part of the graph shows a linear dependence, which becomes a nonlinear (polynomial of 
degree 3) at the maximum values with around the 2,200 starts. After reaching this maximum value, 
note the curve begins to fall, which indicates the lift installation has reached saturation. 

Although logically it might be thought that an increasing population demand (persons served) 
would result in the number of stops limiting to a maximum, the real effect is that they fall. The 
reason seems to be that at higher demand levels the lift installation has reached the limit of its traffic 
handling capabilities.  The result is a traffic build up in the lobbies, passenger boarding/exit times 
increase and the transportation becomes inefficient.  These inefficiencies can be also observed in the 
plots showing the distribution of the time spent in the different operating conditions. However, 
further research might be carried out with additional samples to confirm the validity of this 
reasoning. 
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Figure 2: Average number of starts per hour -v- number of persons served (all patterns) 

The graphs confirm that the traffic template (traffic pattern) does not make a large difference and 
show that the values are similar for Residential and Office buildings. 

A further important conclusion is that the higher number of starts reported from Asian countries can 
only be achieved if the operational time is increased from 12-14 hours to include night time activity 
at high levels. 

6.2 Average distance travelled -v- average number of starts 

The average distance travelled decreases with the number of starts, Figure 3.  It ranges from a 
maximum average of around 50%, except for very low rise buildings (see rectangle in the figure), 
and a minimum of 20% for very intense use.  If the results were represented as average distance vs. 
number of starts per hour, the difference between traffic templates would be small.  

 

Figure 3: Average distance travelled (all patterns) 

Lift professionals frequently state that intuitively (from their own experience) the average distance 
travelled should be larger.  A further analysis was carried out to check this impression.  Could it be 
caused by the fact that the observers only see this effect when they are travelling in loaded cars?  
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The graph obtained (Figure 4) confirms that the average of distance is heavily influenced by the 
intensity of use, which drastically reduces this average. 

 

Figure 4: Average distance travelled (% of Building Height) [ADT] 
 – Average, empty trips [ET], loaded trips [LT], difference 

 

6.3 Average load transported -v- average number of starts 

A plot of average load transported vs average number of starts shows an intense “swarm” of points, 
which strongly indicates that the average load transported depends on another factor and not only 
on the intensity of use. Looking at the results for lower intensities, where the points are more 
concentrated, five groups of points can be seen, which coincide with the different rated capacities 
analyzed. Another finding is that, as expected, the load increases with the population handled.  The 
range of variation is large (from 5% to 25%).  However, by taking the median values, the results do 
not change very much with the traffic template used (a maximum of 3% for high numbers of 
persons served) or the traffic control algorithm. This can be more clearly observed in Figure 6 
where the results for 1000 kg capacity cars only are shown 

 

Figure 5: Average load transported (% rated load) (all patterns) 
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Figure 6: Average load transported (% rated load) for 1000 kg rated load lifts 

If the data is plotted for one single template and the results grouped by car capacity, a much clearer 
tendency can be seen of the load increasing with the use with delimited range bands, according to 
the car capacity Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Average load transported -v- number of starts (grouped by car capacity) 

6.4 Distribution of running, idle and standby times -v- average number of starts 

The average time between trips shows a very clear exponential tendency, with its maximum at a 
very low building occupancy.  It can be observed, that only for a very low number of starts, does the 
lift spend more than five minutes stationary between consecutive trips  This is a result of great 
importance, as currently most lifts switch into a lower energy consumption mode after this time5. 
This leads to the supposition that the standby status may not be reached during the daily operation 
time and just during the non-operating hours. 

If for any specific number of starts the running, idle and standby times are summed, the results will 
always be 100%, see Figure 8. 

                                                      
5 ISO25745-1 defines standby as commencing after five minutes of inactivity. 
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Figure 8: Distribution of time in different operational modes -v- number of starts 

In the following graphs, it can be observed that the time spent by the lift in running conditions 
increases with usage, reaching a maximum of 50% for a high activity (2000 starts). When the 
number of starts increases above this quantity, the lift loses efficiency as already stated before.  

 

Figure 9: Distribution of running time during normal operation 
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The time in non-running conditions is split into Idle (Figure 10) and Standby (Figure 11). 

   

 
Figure 10: Distribution of idle time during normal operation 

The plot of the idle time (Figure 10) also shows the inefficiency of the passengers handling when 
increasing the number of starts above 2000, as the time that it is stationary increases again. 

 

Figure 11: Distribution of standby time during normal operation 

The standby mode (lower energy consumption) will be activated after the lift has been inactive for 
five minutes. 
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Figure 12:  Average time between trips (min) 

Distribution of the time spent by the lift running or in stationary conditions, during the daily 
operation time is shown in Figure 12.  The graphs clearly show (in accordance with the tendency of 
the average time between consecutive trips) that for high traffic demands, the lift does not have time 
to switch into standby very often, the time being spent in this low energy state is less than 10% for 
more than 500 starts.  

7 SUMMARY 

Table 1: Summary of results 

 

Table 1 summarises the results of the research, much of which have been adopted by WG10.  Note 
there are six usage levels.  Surprising the rule of thumb assumed in ISO 45745-1 of an empty car 
that travels about half the distance between terminal floors is close to reality in many circumstances. 

Usage category 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Usage  very 
low low 

mediu
m high 

very 
high 

intensi
ve 

Trips per day  50 125 300 750 1500 2500 

Average 
travel 

2 storeys 100% 

3 storeys 67% 

>3 storeys 44% 33% 18% 

Average car 
load 
-v- 

Rated load 

 ≤ 800 kg 7.5% 9.0% 16.0% 23.0% 

801 – ≤1275 kg 4.5% 6.0% 11.0% 18.5% 

1276 – ≤ 2000 kg 3.0% 3.5% 7.0% 13.0% 

>2000 kg 2.0% 2.2% 4.5% 9.0% 

Time ratios 
(%) 

Idle 13 23 36 45 42 

Standby 87 77 64 55 48 
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8 FURTHER WORK 

The ISO 25745 series of standards only considers a single unit.  From the results obtained, the two 
simple traffic control algorithm do not seem to have influenced the results for the type of buildings 
analysed   However to be more scientifically rigorous, work on other traffic control systems will be 
undertaken, in particular, the hall call allocation traffic algorithm.  This algorithm differs 
significantly to with other dispatchers.   The simulations should also be run for groups of at least 
four lifts rather than two lifts.  The effect of unequal distribution of floor population/demand should 
also be researched. 

The effect of an express zone should be analyzed in more detail to allow the method to be used for 
zones located high in the building. 

It is hoped to validate these results by collaboration with industry as most real life measurements 
are carried out by lift companies. 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

The research study detailed in this paper is based on the results of thousands of simulations, which 
are considered as if they were experimental data. 

However, simulation is notorious for delivering answers, which do not occur in real systems, but 
these answers will be as good as the traffic pattern used in their production.  The use of simulation 
tools for predicting the value of parameters with view to the calculation of the energy consumption 
of lifts seems to be the most accurate method currently available.  

Although average tables (calculated for standardized buildings to cover the scope defined in ISO 
25745) are precise enough for standardization purposes, for a better prediction in any commercial 
offers, it is recommended that every specific case is calculated taking into account the real 
characteristics of a building and the lift and the most suitable traffic pattern. 
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